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Abstract—Secure key management is crucial to meet the security 
goals to prevent the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) being 
compromised by an adversary. Owing to ad-hoc nature and 
resource limitations of sensor networks, provisioning a right key 
management is challenging. In this paper we present a Novel 
Secure Key Management (NSKM) module providing an efficient 
scalable post-distribution key establishment that allows the 
hierarchical clustering topology platform to provision acceptable 
security services. To the best of our knowledge this module is the 
first implemented security module for wireless sensor networks 
that provisions reasonable resistance against replay  and node 
capture attacks. Furthermore, it provides highly lightweight and 
scalable scheme. Also it is acceptable to be used in a wireless 
sensor network of thousands of sensor nodes.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
All applications using WSNs are viable for a prime 

presence in the near future. Security in most applications such 
as battlefield surveillance, health care monitoring and disaster 
relief system is essential. The deployment nature of the 
wireless sensor networks makes them more susceptible to 
security threats. Providing an appropriate key management 
scheme is challenging due to the ad hoc nature and resource 
limitations of sensor networks. The existing key management 
schemes based on trusted third parties such as a certification 
authority (CA) are impractical in WSNs due to unknown 
topology prior to deployment. This project is motivated by 
secure triple-key management [1] and enormous efforts in key 
management approach in WSNs such as key management 
relying on deployment knowledge [2,3],master key pre-
distribution technique, key calculation post-deployment 

technique and random and extended random key pre-
deployment techniques [4,5].  

It is a fact that using a single keying mechanism is not 
suitable to secure all the communication types of the WSNs 
[6]. So a correct keying mechanism should consist of a blend of 
variety of keying mechanisms such as in-network generated 
keys, pre-deployed keys and broadcast keys [7]. The proposed 
NSKM module of this work does not rely on a single key type 
but makes use of all types of the aforementioned keys to 
provide security requirements [8]. Also NSKM is responsible 
for the distribution and maintenance of the keys used in the 
entire network. The topology that has been considered in this 
work is hierarchical clustering approach for routing the 
communications as shown in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Hierarchical cluster formation module 
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In this project we present a NSKM module. Section II 
presents related works. Section III discusses NSKM module in 
detail: calculating base station (BS) to super cluster head 
(SCH) or to cluster head (CH), node to CH,CH to SCH and 
then to BS keys. In Section IV we provide analysis, evaluation 
of the NSKM module and comparison with the well known de 
facto techniques and finally we concluded this work in Section 
V. 

II. RELATED WORKS   
Actually, most of the solutions that have been introduced in 

literature rely on complex cryptography techniques which 
burden resource starved sensor nodes .The enormous designing 
efforts to  achieve optimal security architectures model for the 
WSNs so far have been discussed in [9]. They have deduced 
that the symmetric key cryptography adds fair overheads from 
calculations perspective by comparing with an asymmetric 
cryptography. Reference [10] provides confidentiality, two 
party authenticity, integrity and provisions authentication to  
broadcast data. In reference [11] they implement four different 
keys mechanisms, in keeping with the need for various security 
requirements for different types of messages. A secret key 
length of 8 bytes is specified for use in the protocol [12], so 
allowing it possible to address smaller sized messages. The 
author in [7] present key management scheme for confidential 
communication between node and its cluster head in 
hierarchical cluster formation sensor networks. In which 
performance analysis was made and proved that Tree- Based 
Scheme offers better performance with some additional storage 
space.  In reference [13] the authors have presented a secure 
key management scheme and their algorithms, which is the 
main motivation of this project. The well known TinySec [14] 
has been the de facto security solution at Berkeley. The 
performance analyses of the proposed NSKM module has been 
compared with TinySec, MiniSec [15] and SHARP [16] which 
is discussed in section IV.  Reference [17] has thought out that 
WSNs protocols are very deeply relied on application 
scenarios, but most of protocols do not implement any specific 
application in its design in order achieving this interaction. 
Authors in [18] have presented an interactive solution only for 
the resource allocation for the WSNs but are not intended for 
security solution. The modules presented by [19,20,21] provide 
a strong defense to node compromised attacks, also being very 
simple to implement. The drawback of module in [19] is that it 
does not support any mechanism for changing keys 
periodically, since it produced all the three types of keys from 
the key given before deployment. Also there is no longer 
sufficient mechanism to isolate compromised node from a 
network. With this in mind, the NSKM keeps all the 
advantages supported by these modules and at the same time 
tries to remove some of their drawbacks.  

III. 2BNOVEL SECURE KEY MANAGEMENT MODULE 
It is obvious that a single keying technique is not fit to 

secure all the communication types of the WSNs. The NSKM 
does not rely on a single key type, however, it makes use of 
most of the mentioned key types in section I. This module is 
responsible for creation, distribution, and maintenance of the 
secret keys by periodically renewing its keys to strive likely 
compromised nodes. 

A. 5BTypes of Keys of the Novel Secure Key Module 
Once the neighbor discovery phase is over and all the 

sensor nodes have updated their respective neighbor info table, 
the BS initiates the key distribution process. Generally pair-
wise key distribution mechanism is set up among the neighbors 
[22].In the proposed NSKM there are three categories of keys 
pre-deployed key, in network generated keys and the  BS 
broadcasted key. The secret keys that will be used in the entire 
network are: 

•  Master Key (KRMR): This is preloaded key to all nodes 
before deployment, will be used for securing 
communication data in setup phase, and must be 
deleted after setup phase i.e. for one hop N: N 
communication. 

•  My-Own-Key (KROR): is used by each and every node 
initially. All the nodes are preloaded with its ID and 
this key is a function of node ID, node location, and its 
residual energy. KROR is used for N: BS communication 
and will be used by a new adding node to achieves 
scalable network. 

• Cluster Key (KRCR): It is calculated by every node 
within particular cluster for broadcasting 
communication between members and securing data to 
be send to their CH. It used for N: N communication. 

• Super Cluster Key (KRSCR): It is issued by the BS after 
authentication as CHs and SCH. and hold by the SCH 
and CHs nodes only for a particular round. KRSCR is used 
for SCH/CH: BS communication. This key is refreshed 
by the BS at regular interval of time. 

In effect key management scheme is the task of application 
layer of protocol stack of the node and will be aware of the 
Location of all nodes, energy and TX power of the radio 
module for all nodes within entire network. Radio module 
function is the task of the physical layer (i.e. there are 
interplays among layers of the protocol stack).Actually, This is 
the core interplays of the well known cross-layer approach for 
WSNs. 

B. 6BAchieving the Security Goals Through the Usage of the 
Keys 
It is requisite for all the sensor nodes to hold and maintain 

their keys. Let the first message to be sent to the CH by the 
node member be (FM). This first message format would look 
like this: 

      Node Message ( M) = { IDRSN R, KRCR, TS,MAC, FM}              

Here TS is the timestamp used to resist repetition messages, 
MAC is used for authenticating the message. This initial 
message is encrypted using KRCR because the other neighbors are 
interested to overhear in order to achieving concept of cross-
layer interplays. Now apart from Kc, another key called KRSCR is 
needed. To get hold of KRSCR the CH\SCH sends the request 
message to BS encrypting it using its KROR. BS knows which all 
have separate CH, SCH. Accordingly it sends KRSCR to the 
requesting CH\SCH encrypting them with my-own-key of the 
requesting nodes. So once CH\SCH acquire the KRSCR, 
communication to the SCH node takes place encrypting the 
message by KRSCR and the message format looks like this: 



CH Message (CM) = { IDCH ,KSC,{ IDSN ,KC

Here ID

, TS,MAC, 
(M)}} 

CH is the identifier of the CH. Finally the 
communication to BS takes place by forwarding \ or 
encrypting the aggregated message by  KSC

 

 and the message 
format looks like this: 

SCH Message( SCM) = { IDSCH ,KSC ,{ IDCH ,KSC,{ 
IDSN

Here ID

, Kc, TS,MAC, (CM)}}} 

SCH is the identifier of the SCH. The SCH directly 
connected with BS adds its own IDSCH
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 along with the packet 
received from the sending cluster head. 

We analytically evaluate the overheads added by NSKM 
module, the computation overhead, communication overhead 
and storage overhead for packet processing is treated. In 
general, to provision security to the WSNs a price have to be 
paid in terms of significant amount of the consumed energy for 
unavoidable requirement of security issues such as hashing 
function, encryption, decryption, and key mechanism. The 
proposed NSKM module also needs extra storage space to 
store the secret keys. The next subsections provide the 
analytical performance comparison in terms of the space and 
computation overhead. 

A. Packet formats 
The packet format for the proposed NSKM module is 

shown below. The performance comparison is effected with 
TinySec, MiniSec and SHARP. Here MAC is used for message 
authentication and integrity purposes. All the values are in 
bytes. Our NSKM adds overhead not more than 11 bytes which 
is fewer than other schemes. The packet size considered for  
NSKM is 40 bytes long and such packets can be communicated 
very easily in WSNs and particularly with sensor nodes 
available in the market nowadays. 

 
Dest 

(2) 

AM 

(1) 

Group 

(1) 

Len 

(1) 

Data 

(29) 

CRC 

(2) 

Tiny OS:+7 

 
Dest 

(2) 

AM 

(1) 

Len 

(1) 

Data 

(29) 

MAC 

(4) 

TinySec-Auth (Authentication only): +8b 

 
Dest 

(2) 

AM 

(1) 

Src 

(2) 

Ctr 

(2) 

Len 

(1) 

Data 

(29) 

MAC 

(4) 

TinySec-AE (Authentication and Encryption): +12b 

 
Des 

(2) 

AM 

(1) 

PCF 

(2) 

DSN 

(1) 

Dst 

PAN(2) 

Src 

(2) 

Len 

(1) 

Data 

(29) 

MAC 

(4) 

MiniSec: +15b 

Dest 

(1) 

Keys 

(5) 

Track 

-id(1) 

Sect-id     

(1) 

Src 

(1) 

TS 

(1) 

Len 

(1) 

Data 

(29) 

MAC 

(4) 

SHARP: +15b 

 
Dest 

(2) 

AM 

(1) 

Src 

(2) 

TS 

(1) 

Len 

(1) 

Data 

(29) 

MAC 

(4) 

NSKM: +11b 

 

B. 8BComputational Overheads 
The comparison of packet overhead for  TinySec, MiniSec, 

SHARP and NSKM is shown in Table 1. All values are 
calculated according to the radio model IEEE 802.15.4 with 
data rate 250 kbps, overhead bytes added to original packet size 
by Castalia simulator for each node is 35 bytes and the 
transmitted power Tx output Power is 0 dBm i.e. the consumed 
power is 57.42 mW [23].   

This comparison shows that our NSKM module provides 
fewer time to transmit, do not have noticeable additional 
overheads and instead, it overcomes some flaws of existing 
solutions such as un-adaptive secure communication, not 
scalable schemes and also the TinySec considers the message's 
length 8 bytes or more, thus all messages smaller than 8 bytes 
must be ignored. 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF  OVERHEADS IN TINYSEC-AE, 
MINISEC,SHARP AND NSKM 

 Application 
data 

(bytes) 
 

Packet 
Overhead 

(byte) 

Total 
Size 

(bytes) 

Time to 
transmit 

( ms) 
 

Increase 
over 

TinyOS 
Stack 
(%) 

 
TinyOS 
 

29 7 36 2.215 -- 

TinySec-
Auth. 
 

29 8 37 2.246 1.4 

TinySec-
AE 
 

29 12 41 2.371 7.04 

MiniSec 29 15 44 2.464 11.26 

SHARP 29 15 44 2.464 11.26 

NSKM 29 11 40 2.34 5.6 

 

C. 9BStorage Overheads  
The  normal nodes store only two keys KROR and KRCR while 

KRMR is pre-loaded and must be deleted after set up phase from 
the memory of all nodes. Apart from this if the node is CH it 
needs to store KRSCR as well as the two above mentioned keys. 
The SCH node needs to store KROR and KRSCR in the case of using 
the high level of security for underlying application scenario 
while for low level security scenario this node forwards the 
incoming packets toward the BS. So for applications no longer 
need high level of security issue KRSCR is deleted from the 
memory of the SCH node. Thus It obviously increases a little 
bit the storage overhead. 



The storage overhead is expressed as (for any normal node): 

Storage overhead= [Size of(KO)+Size of (KC

The storage overhead for CH would be: 

)] 

Storage overhead= [Size of(KO)+Size of (KC) +Size of (KSC

The storage overhead for SCH would be: 

 )] 

Storage overhead= [Size of(KO)+Size of (KSC

Here X is the number of the CHs in the entire network. 

 ) * X] 

If  the key size is considered to be 10 bytes each, the 
storage overhead for the normal node would be 20 bytes, for a 
CH it would be at most 30 bytes which is very small and for 
SCH in normal case it would be at most 20 bytes. While in the 
case of various KSC
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 shared by SCH with every CH, the storage 
overhead is 510 bytes for say X= 50  CHs in the entire 
network. This storage overhead is acceptable as almost the 
sensor nodes available in the market have a memory size of at 
least  more than 4 KB. 

We have presented a novel secure key management 
module.The NSKM module is energy-efficient, strong 
flexibility against susceptible attacks on wireless sensor 
networks,with keeping in mind the resource starved nature of 
sensor nodes and ensures that the whole network is never 
compromised even if there has been an attack in the network. 
This is possible due to clustering formation approach. In this 
work an effort has been made to couple hierarchical clustering 
based routing with Novel Secure Key Management module. 
The selection of SCH among CHs based on its location and its 
distance to BS, using in-network keys generation and blending 
most of communication types in WSNs have been unique 
features of this work. Furthermore ,our module provides highly 
lightweight scheme, scalability and application scenario based 
security services to WSNs.    

We attempt to implement our novel secure key 
management module in Zigbex motes. There's a scope of 
improvement in this work also, if the CHs/SCH nodes calculate 
their secret key KRSCR in its own level rather than relying on the 
BS to send  the key then there would be a lot of energy saving. 
Besides, this module will become part of our ongoing work 
toward cross-layer based security framework for wireless 
sensor networks.  
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